SATURDAY MORNING ARTS

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY SHOWCASE!

Performances by Trenton Youth Dancers, Orchestra, Singers, and Theater

SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 2024

4PM • Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall
INTRODUCING SATURDAY MORNING ARTS: A DOCUMENTARY

DIRECTOR: Nick Donnoli
PRODUCER: Lou Chen

TRENTON YOUTH DANCERS

DIRECTOR: Rachel Schwartz
STUDENT LEADER: Avanequé Pennant ’24
“A Day in Dance”
Large and small works choreographed by TYD members and coaches

TRENTON YOUTH THEATER

DIRECTOR: Faith Iloka
STUDENT LEADERS: Sydney Hwang ’24 and Elena Milliken ’26
“A Tale from Xulgaria”
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY Kamara Thomas
ASSISTANT DIRECTED BY Wasif Sami ’25

MUSICAL INTERLUDE

“Lend Me All Your Sorrows”
(inspired by Trenton Arts at Princeton)
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY Andrew Kaneb ’22
Andrew Kaneb ’22, voice and guitar

‘Watashi’ no Theme
from The Tatami Galaxy
BY Michiru Ōshima
ARRANGED BY Paul Henkys
Roselyn Samayoa, piano

“Bordel 1900”
from Histoire Du Tango
BY Astor Piazzolla
Ashanti Ross, violin
Daniel Moreno, classical guitar

TRENTON YOUTH SINGERS

DIRECTOR: Solon Snider Sway
STUDENT LEADER: Jenia Marquez ’25
“Shenandoah”
Traditional American folksong
ARRANGED BY Rollo Dilworth

“Almost There/Dig a Little Deeper”
from The Princess and the Frog
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY Randy Newman
ARRANGED BY Jerome Walker

TRENTON YOUTH ORCHESTRA

DIRECTOR: Lou Chen
STUDENT LEADER: Charlotte Defriez ’26
Romeo and Juliet Overture
BY Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
ARRANGED BY Richard Meyer

MUSICAL INTERLUDE

“Almost There/Dig a Little Deeper”
from The Princess and the Frog
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY Randy Newman
ARRANGED BY Jerome Walker

TRENTON YOUTH DANCERS, ORCHESTRA, SINGERS, AND THEATER

“There Will Be More”
MUSIC BY Lawrence, Stevie Wonder, and Earth, Wind & Fire
ARRANGED BY Kenyon Duncan

PRODUCTION TEAM

PROGRAM MANAGER: Lou Chen
PROGRAM COORDINATOR: Nancy Agosto
STAGE MANAGER: Vera Fei ’26
ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER: Alexandria Chery

Scan to read more about the artists.

To learn more about Trenton Arts at Princeton, please visit trentonarts.princeton.edu.